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Improving Library Instruction-Eastern Michigan University. Center of Educational Resources 1979

Instruction in Libraries and Information Centers-Laura Saunders 2020 "This open access textbook offers a comprehensive introduction to instruction in all types of library and information settings. Designed for students in library instruction courses, the text is also a resource for new and experienced professionals seeking best practices and selected resources to support their instructional practice. Organized around the backward design approach and written by LIS faculty members with expertise in teaching and learning, this book offers clear guidance on writing learning outcomes, designing assessments, and choosing and implementing instructional strategies, framed by clear and accessible explanations of learning theories. The text takes a critical approach to
pedagogy and emphasizes inclusive and accessible instruction. Using a theory into practice approach that will move students from learning to praxis, each chapter includes practical examples, activities, and templates to aid readers in developing their own practice and materials."--Publisher's description.

**Improving Library Instruction**-Carolyn B. Kirkendall 1979

**Improving library instruction : how to teach and how to evaluate : papers presented at the Eighth Annual Conference on Library Orientation for Academic Libraries, held at Eastern Michigan University, May 4-5, 1978**

**Improving Library Instruction**-Carolyn A. Kirkendall 1979

**Improving Library Instruction : how to Teach and how to Evaluate**-Carolyn A. Kirkendall 1979

**Evaluating Library Instruction**-Library Instruction Round Table (American Library Association). Research Committee 1996 This easy-to-use guide offers a wealth of materials to assist you in planning and creating evaluation instruments for your library instruction program. It was prepared by a unit of the American Library Association, the Library Instruction Round Table Research Committee, whose members analyzed hundreds of evaluation forms gathered from all types of libraries, selecting the most consistently useful items. User-instruction programs are costly, and their effectiveness must be documented with hard data. But with busy staff, evaluation has often been more preached than practiced. A problem has been finding the expertise to create a valid measuring instrument that will provide effective results in a reasonable amount of time. Under the editorship of its chair, Diana Shonrock, the Research Committee has addressed these problems with a "recipe" book
that simplifies the planning and creation of evaluation instruments. Here, in one expertly assembled guide, you will find step-by-step advice on survey planning and well over 500 sample questions for evaluation of class work, instructors, and instructional materials and equipment. No other guide offers this level of "plug-and-play" assistance to get your evaluation program under way or is more up-to-date in its coverage of the electronic aspects of modern library instruction.

**The Value of Academic Libraries**- Megan Oakleaf 2010 This report provides Association of College and Research Libraries (ACRL) leaders and the academic community with a clear view of the current state of the literature on value of libraries within an institutional context, suggestions for immediate "Next Steps" in the demonstration of academic library value, and a "Research Agenda" for articulating academic library value. Its focus is to help librarians understand, based on professional literature, the current answer to the question, "How does the library advance the missions of the institution?" This report is also of interest to higher educational professionals external to libraries, including senior leaders, administrators, faculty, and student affairs professionals.

**College and Research Libraries**- 1983 Includes section "Book reviews," Mar. 1940-

**Reflective Teaching, Effective Learning**- Char Booth 2011-02-22 Char Booth, an avid library education and technology advocate, introduces a series of concepts that will empower readers at any level of experience to become better designers and presenters, as well as building their confidence and satisfaction as library educators.

**Teaching to Individual Differences in Science and Engineering Librarianship**- Jeanine Mary Williamson 2017-08-11 Teaching to Individual Differences in Science and Engineering Librarianship:
Adapting Library Instruction to Learning Styles and Personality Characteristics applies learning styles and personality characteristics to science and engineering library instruction. After introducing the idea that individuals tend to choose college majors and occupations in alignment with their learning style and personality characteristics, the book presents background on the Kolb Learning Styles model, the 16 PF (Personality Factor) framework, and the Big Five/Narrow Traits personality framework. It then reviews extant knowledge on the learning styles and personality characteristics of scientists, engineers, and librarians. Next, the book considers general approaches to the personalization of instruction to learning styles and personality characteristics, opportunities for such personalization in science and engineering library instruction, and science and engineering librarian attitudes towards, and approaches to, this type of personalization of instruction. Considers teaching and individual differences within science and engineering librarianship Offers a balanced and critical account of the adaptation of library instruction to learning styles and personality characteristics Cites the dynamic instruction/adaptive teaching literature Discusses opportunities and suggestions for incorporating personalization into science and engineering library instruction

New Methods of Teaching and Learning in Libraries-Ann Whitney Gleason 2016-10-20 New Methods of Teaching and Learning in Libraries is a one-stop introduction to the role of technology in teaching and learning in libraries, covering Collaborative Spaces Fostering Creativity Teaching Beyond the Library Walls Teaching Skills for Career Success Multimedia Mobile Libraries Teaching and Learning in the Library of the Future

Teaching Library Use Competence-Library Instruction Conference 1981 (Eastern Michigan University) 1982 Introduction and welcome; make the transition: a study; Learning from our mistakes: Library user education in secondary schools; The Ohio School Library Media Test: The library skills test: helping to set benchmarks; Library skills tests: a defense and critique; Developing statewide library instruction standards: rationale and preliminary steps; Al "scarface:
capone: a search strategy; Basic college research: a university teacher's view; The politics of establishing a media skills program; Progressive library concepts and skills.

**Infuse**- 1980

**Library Instruction**- 1986


**Enhancing Teaching and Learning in the 21st-Century Academic Library**-Bradford Lee Eden 2015-03-18 The rate of change in the academic library, a presence for decades, has been increasing in the first decade of this century. Enhancing Teaching and Learning in the 21st-Century Academic Library: Successful Innovations That Make a Difference explores the initiatives in student learning and training that are underway in our academic libraries and demonstrates that the transformation of the academic library is well underway.

**Defining and Applying Effective Teaching Strategies for Library Instruction**-Eastern Michigan University. Learning Resources and Technologies 1989

**Managing Library Instruction Programs in Academic Libraries**-Julia K. Nims 2003 Issues covered in breakout sessions range from staff scheduling and workload to project management, and from collaborating with faculty to devising staff development programs.

**The Fortuitous Teacher**-Sarah Cisse 2016-03-03 The Fortuitous Teacher: A Guide to Successful One-Shot Library Instruction discusses
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Evaluation of Reference Services-Linda S Katz 2013-10-18 Library authorities address the increasing significance of reference services and the increasing need for evaluation of those services to further ensure professionalism and efficiency.

Transparent Design in Higher Education Teaching and Leadership-Mary-Ann Winkelmes 2019-04-18 This book offers a comprehensive guide to the Transparency in Learning and Teaching (TILT) framework that has convincingly demonstrated that implementation increases retention and improved outcomes for all students. Its premise is simple: to make learning processes explicit and equitably accessible for all students. Transparent instruction involves faculty/student discussion about several important aspects of academic work before students undertake that work, making explicit the purpose of the work, the knowledge that will be gained and its utility in students’ lives beyond college; explaining the tasks involved, the expected criteria, and providing multiple examples of real-world work application of the specific academic discipline. The simple change of making objective and methods explicit – that faculty recognize as consistent with teaching goals – creates substantial benefits for students and demonstrates such predictors of college students’ success as academic confidence, sense of belonging in college, self-awareness of...
skill development, and persistence. This guide presents a brief history of TILT, summarizes both past and current research on its impact on learning, and describes the three-part Transparency Framework (of purposes, tasks and criteria). The three sections of the book in turn demonstrate why and how transparent instruction works suggesting strategies for instructors who wish to adopt it; describing how educational developers and teaching centers have adopted the Framework; and concluding with examples of how several institutions have used the Framework to connect the daily work of faculty with the learning goals that departments, programs and institutions aim to demonstrate.

**Increasing the Teaching Role of Academic Libraries** - Thomas G. Kirk 1984

**Library User Education in the New Millennium** - Julia K. Nims 2001

**Critical Library Instruction** - Maria T. Accardi 2010 "A collection of articles about various ways of applying critical pedagogy and related educational theories to library instruction"--Provided by publisher.


Designed to promote reflection, discussion, and action among the entire learning community, Educating Everybody's Children encapsulates what has been revealed about successfully addressing the needs of students from economically, ethnically, culturally, and linguistically diverse groups and identifies a wide range of effective principles and instructional strategies. Although good teaching works well with all...
students, educators must develop an extensive repertoire of instructional tools to meet the varying needs of students from diverse backgrounds. Those tools and the knowledge base behind them are the foundation of this expanded and revised second edition of Educating Everybody's Children. Each strategy discussed in the book includes classroom examples and a list of the research studies that support it. The most important thing we have learned as a result of the education reform movement is that student achievement stands or falls on the motivation and skills of teachers. We must ensure that all teachers are capable of delivering a standards-based curriculum that describes what students should know and be able to do, and that these standards are delivered by means of a rich and engaging "pedagogy of plenty." By these two acts we can ensure that all schools will be ready and able to educate everybody's children.

Information Literacy and the Technological Transformation of Higher Education - Association of College and Research Libraries. Instruction Section 2004

Programs that Work - Linda Shirato 1997

Your Classroom Library - Douglas Ray Reutzel 2002 Take a fresh look at designing an effective classroom library that supports your instruction.

New Ways of "learning the Library" -- and Beyond - Linda Shirato 1996
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Bibliographic Instruction in Practice - Larry L. Hardesty 1993

Research Strategies - 1997

Information Searching - 1982 Shows how to identify the needs of information users, explains how to develop an instructional program, and discusses useful types of information programs

Library Instruction - Deborah L. Comp Lockwood 1979 Cites recent literature relevant to the development and state of the art of library instruction, dividing it by types of libraries, methods of instruction, and general philosophy


The Key Elements of Classroom Management - Joyce McLeod 2003 An easy-to-read guide offers an introduction to effective classroom management, including tips on setting up a classroom, establishing routines, and pacing the curriculum.

Enhancing Teaching and Learning - Jean Donham 2019-03-30 Reflecting changes—professional, theoretical, legal, and political—in both the library field and education, this new edition of a
groundbreaking school library text will equip readers to be leaders at their schools and in their communities.
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